
Maybe You Lack That Which You Criticize In Others

If you are always nitpicking and going on about nothing, because you don't like someone
who has never done anything to you, maybe you lack that which you nitpick about in that
person. If you are always mumbling on about how "pretty someone think they are," it's
because they are pretty, and you could be pretty too if you took a little extra time with
yourself. If you are always complaining that "so and so always gets raises and promotions,"
maybe you could too if you worked a little harder, stopped taking long lunch breaks, calling-
in sick often, making personal calls on the company's phone, dressed appropriately, and
stopped complaining all the time. If you are always "talking negatively about others" for no
apparent reason, you lack that which you are negatively talking about and wish that you
could have it. And you can.....but you can't get something for nothing. 

The words that you speak come back full circle to you, no matter whether they were negative
or positive words. You can't go through life being negative and expect good things to happen
to you. Negativity doesn't exist in Positivity. There aren't any shortcuts around this. You will
either live by a law that is Natural and Abundant to all of us in the Universe by projecting
Positivity in this world; or continue to struggle in life because you are content on being
Negative. It Is Clearly and Solely Up To YOU! Either way....You Determine & Choose That In
Which You Call Your Life...Why Not Choose A Positive One!
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